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There is a growing awareness that most specification and verification methods
have reached their limits. Model-checking (in spite of the striking progress due to
symbolic methods) can check finite-state systems up to a certain size, and deductive
methods, due to the heavy user interaction required, can handle only medium-size
systems. If there is hope that industrial-size designs can be handled by formal
methods, it must be based on the two paradigms of compositionality and abstraction.
Under compositionality, we include any method by which a global specification
of a system is verified on the basis of the local specifications of its components,
without additional need for information about their interior construction. The two
main questions that have to be addressed in forming a viable compositional theory are:
v How do we decompose a global specification into local specifications which
will be satisfied by the individual components?
v Having shown that the local specifications are satisfied by their respective
components, how can we infer the global specification from this?
Under abstraction, we include any method by which properties of a system are
inferred from properties of an abstract version of the system. This inference is based
upon the use of an abstraction relation which relates the so-called concrete and
abstract state spaces upon which these two versions of a system operate, as well as
their corresponding operations. In order to infer global properties of concrete
computations from those of the corresponding abstract computations, one should
reduce this inference to the validity of a finite number of local verification
conditionsone for every operation in the systemwhich relate every concrete
operation to its abstract counterpart under the abstraction relation. A viable theory
of abstraction should address the following questions:
v When and how can the process of inferring global properties of concrete
computations from global properties of their abstract versions be reduced to the
verification of appropriately chosen local verification conditions?
v How can abstract versions of a system be found in which the desired global
property holds and, a fortiori, how can we find the corresponding abstraction
relations? How can global properties of those abstract versions be established. And
how can the local verification conditions be proven?
For compositional abstraction methods, abstraction proofs between composed
systems are uniformly reduced to abstraction proofs between their components, i.e.,
without additional information about the latter’s interior construction.
Two recently suggested methods for combining algorithmic (model-checking)
with deductive (proof-theoretic) verification methods are:
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v The use of compositional methods in which the local specifications are
verified by algorithmic methods and the specification decomposition and recom-
position are done using deductive technology.
v The use of abstraction when the abstract version of a system has a finite state
space, thereby enabling its verification using algorithmic techniques, and its
concrete state space is infinite, as a result of which the local verification conditions
can be proved using deductive methods.
Both these suggestions increase the scope of machine-supported verification to
systems which could not have been verified using only algorithmic or only deduc-
tive verification methods.
These suggestions, as well as many others, were considered at the Symposium
‘‘Compositionality: The Significant Difference (COMPOS’97),’’ organized at Hotel
Intermar, Bad Malente, Germany, September 812, 1997.
The present issue contains worked-out versions of a selection of the papers
presented at the symposium (as well as a newly written one):
v ‘‘Compositionality in Dataflow Synchronous Languages: Specification and
Distributed Code Generation,’’ by Albert Benveniste, Benoit Caillaud, and Paul
LeGuernic, discussing the issue of compositionality in modular code generation for
dataflow synchronous languages.
v ‘‘An Algebraic Framework for Urgency,’’ by Se bastien Bornot and Joseph
Sifakis, on a compositional framework for reasoning about real-time automata with
clocks.
v ‘‘Verification by Augmented Finitary Abstraction,’’ by Yonit Kesten and
Amir Pnueli, showing how to verify temporal properties of (potentially infinite)
reactive systems using the technique of abstraction.
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